
AGGRESSIVE TREAD DESIGN TO CONQUER 
ANY ROUGH SURFACE
As an aggressive, drive-axle radial for off-road use, the LY053TM is ideal for logging, 
construction or rock and quarry operations, with limited highway use. The LY053TM is an 
excellent choice for on- and off-road surfaces, designed primarily to deliver excellent tire 
mileage in applications that require outstanding traction and cutting/chipping resistance.

 

 

DRIVE

Our innovative business philosophy, 
SmartSolution,® is our commitment to 
meeting the most essential demands 
of today’s fleets: Longevity, Efficiency, 
Availability and Dependability.

IT’S IN OUR DNA.

ON-AND-OFF HIGHWAY

TREAD THAT KEEPS YOU ROLLING MILE AFTER MILE 

Wide tread footprint combined with a 31/32” tread depth ensures excellent 
tire mileage. 

ADVANCED DESIGN ALLOWS FOR HEAT DISPERSION

Thick undertread helps dissipate heat and allows the casing to operate at 
cooler temperatures. 

Steel-Cord Top Belt helps protect against penetration damage and rust while 
minimizing tread distortion and heat generation.

TECHNOLOGIES FOR GREATER DURABILITY 

Aggressive lug design with large blocks at tread center provides excellent 
traction and braking on rough roads with mud or gravel; self-cleaning for 
ease of maintenance.

Special tread compound resists fatigue, chipping and scaling in rugged off-
road conditions.
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SIZES AND SPECIFICATIONS

Yokohama Tire Corporation  |  800.423.4544  |  yokohamatruck.com
Commercial Customer Service: ext. 2889
Credit Department: ext. 3977
Consumer Affairs: ext. 2880
Commercial Customer Service Dealer Order Fax: 800.455.9656

SMARTSOLUTION CERTIFIED PROGRAM
Each of the dealers that make up our expansive nationwide service network is selected and certified to 
ensure they’re ready to provide the solutions you need, fast.

(800) 282-157 0

YOKOHAMA EMERGENCY SERVICE (YES) 
We offer nationwide emergency service focused on keeping your cargo on the move—24/7/365.

SM
YOKOHAMA IS A SMARTWAY TRANSPORT PARTNER
Working with the SmartWay program, we’re committed to accelerating the availability, adoption, and 
market penetration of advanced, fuel efficient technologies and operational practices—saving you fuel, 
lowering costs, and reducing adverse impact on the environment.

THE YOKOHAMA DIFFERENCE
When you do business with us, you get more than just a world-class tire engineered by some of the industry’s best. You 
also get a partner committed to delivering efficient products and solutions to help your business run more smoothly 
and profitably. Our industry-leading support network truly makes Yokohama the SmartSolution. 

DRIVE

Yokohama tires are subject to an ongoing development process. Yokohama Tire Corporation reserves the right to change 
product specifications at any time without notice or obligation. Not all models and sizes available in all locations.
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TIRE SIZE PART 
PLY 

RATING
(L.R.)

RIM SIZE
(INCH) INFLATED DIMENSIONS

TREAD
DEPTH
(1/32”)

LOADED DIMENSIONS

RPM
MAXIMUM LOAD 

CAPACITY AT COLD 
INFLATION PRESSURE

MAX
SPEED
(MPH)ALT

OVERALL
WIDTH
(INCH)

OVERALL
DIAMETER

(INCH)

SECTION
WIDTH
(INCH)

STATIC 
RADIUS
(INCH)

11R22.5 05305 16H 8.25 7.50 10.7 42.2 31 11.6 19.8 494
(S) 6610@120  
(D) 6005@120

65

11R24.5 05306 16H 8.25 7.50 10.9 44.2 31 11.7 20.7 471
(S) 7160@120  
(D) 6610@120

65


